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aCentre for Justice, Queensland University of Technology, Kelvin Grove, Australia; bSchool of Social and
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ABSTRACT
Political lobbying in the marketplace in Australia has risen sharply in
the last decade, with increased instances of shareholder activism
and other forms of investment-based political participation, or
‘political investorism’. This article provides the first analysis of
political investorism in the Australian context, utilising process-
tracing and interviews to examine six case studies on issues
including modern slavery, climate change, and human rights. We
consider the insider and outsider dynamics of political
investorism, and the factors that shape the manifestation of this
tactic in Australia. We argue that political investorism in Australia
is shaped primarily by structural factors including corporate
governance rules and the power of superannuation (pension)
funds. We demonstrate that some forms of political investorism
defy neat categorisation as insider or outsider strategies,
identifying a new category of ‘unnatural insider’ to describe the
acquisition of insider status for the explicit purpose of pursuing
political goals.
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Introduction

In 2019, the proposed development of a new thermal coal mine in north Queensland
attracted enormous media, activist and political attention. Amidst the battle over the
establishment of the Adani Carmichael mine, activists concerned about the environ-
mental implications of continued mining of thermal coal threatened to boycott and
divest from companies involved in the mining project, including banks and insurance
companies. In response, supporter of the mining project, then Prime Minister Scott Mor-
rison, threatened to ban environmental groups from engaging in this form of lobbying
against corporate targets. This boycott and divestment campaign is just one example
of investment-based political participation, or ‘political investorism’ (O’Brien et al.
2022). While a change of government in 2022 stalled Morrison’s attempt to ban indirect
boycotts by environmental groups, this event indicates the contentious environment in
which political investorism occurs and suggests a need to better understand this form
of lobbying in Australia. The use of political investorism as a lobbying strategy to
target corporate actors is also on the rise (Freeburn and Ramsay 2021), raising questions
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about how this tactic manifests in the Australian context, and what factors shape cam-
paigners’ tactical choices.

Political investorism is the use of a financial stake to express political values, and
includes politically-motivated divestment, signing on to shareholder resolutions, boycot-
ting banks and insurance companies, legal action by investors, positive and negative
screening (also known as socially responsible investment) and members’ lobbying of
superannuation (or pension) funds (O’Brien et al. 2022). Individuals engage in political
investorism by using their investment or financial stake to pressure a company, fund, or
financial institution to change their behaviour on a wide range of environmental, social
and governance (ESG) issues. Political investorism is not a new phenomenon but is an
increasingly popular choice as a lobbying tactic against corporate actors, with a dramatic
rise in shareholder resolutions on ESG issues lodged in Australia in the last decade (Free-
burn and Ramsay 2021). Political investorism is used by several civil society organisations
(CSOs) in Australia including Get Up! And the Australian Conservation Foundation,
though two organisations specialising in political investorism campaigns have become
increasingly active: the Australasian Centre for Corporate Responsibility (ACCR), and
Market Forces.

Political investorism is not unique to Australia, with shareholders and other investors
engaged in similar tactics in many countries including the United States of America,
United Kingdom, and Canada (Ivanova 2017). Lobbying of market actors through con-
sumption and investment can be recognised as ‘sub-politics’ (Beck 1997) with actors
seeking to achieve political change through the market. While often this occurs in con-
junction with activism pursued through formal political institutions, market-based acti-
vism also serves to achieve change when the state has demonstrated that it is either
unwilling, or unable, to take action on issues, offering another avenue for social move-
ments to achieve change (Monticelli and Della Porta 2019).

Civil society organisations employ both insider and outsider strategies when seeking
to lobby the market. Colli and Adriaensen’s (2020, 504) framework for differentiating
between insider and outsider strategies in lobbying corporate actors labels political con-
sumerism as an outsider tactic and shareholder activism as an insider tactic, albeit more
‘adversarial’ than other insider tactics like the cooperative creation of certification
schemes. This initial designation of shareholder activism as an insider tactic necessitates
further interrogation to consider the positioning of a wider range of investment-based
lobbying tactics, and the choices that govern civil society organisations’ attempts to
mobilise political investorism.

This paper provides the first examination of political investorism in the Australian
context and builds on Colli and Adriaensen’s (2020) framework to determine the
insider and outsider dynamics of investment-based lobbying and participation. We con-
tribute to understandings of investment-based political lobbying and participation, and
the factors that shape it, through an examination of six key cases of political investorism
in Australia. We begin by situating political investorism as both a form of corporate gov-
ernance and part of a repertoire of contention, providing an overview of current under-
standings of political investorism in Australia. We then outline the methodology for this
research, and selection of the Australian case studies before moving to our analysis of
political investorism in Australia. First, we map political investorism strategies in Austra-
lia onto Colli and Adriaensen’s (2020) framework demonstrating that political
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investorism includes both insider and outsider strategies. We also introduce the concept
of ‘unnatural insiders’ to describe the intentional acquisition of insider status. Finally, we
consider the factors that shape the tactical choices made by civil society organisations in
choosing to lobby the state through different forms of political investorism, arguing that
the political opportunities and market structures specific to Australia contribute to a
form of political investorism that may be more individualised, and more antagonistic,
than in other contexts.

Lobbying market actors through political investorism

Scholarly examinations of market lobbying and participation focus primarily on political
consumerism, with comparatively little investigation of investment-based political par-
ticipation, and particularly the organisational aspects of this action. The limited attention
given to the political dimensions of investors’ political participation specifically, and even
political consumerism more broadly, may be partly explained by a preoccupation with
social movements’ activism against the state, despite the increasing targeting of non-
state actors (Keck and Sikkink 1998). Some contrast ‘private politics’, where corporations
are targeted, with contentious politics that targets the state (Soule 2009, 30; Baron 2003).
The use of opportunity structures to explain the choices and outcomes of social move-
ment activism has also fallen prey to a somewhat false distinction between activism
directed at the state and activism directed at corporate targets.

Analyses of political opportunity structures focus primarily on actions against the
state, as shaped by the state (Jenkins and Klandermans 1995), while corporate, or indus-
try, opportunity structures offer explanation of activism against corporate targets (Soule
2009; Schurman 2004). These distinctions obscure the relevance and role of the state in
activism against corporate actors. Activists frequently target the state in addition to firms,
or target firms to indirectly target the state. Thus, it is not always possible or meaningful
to neatly categorise action as either state or market-based (Soule 2009). In some
instances, 20052016 political investorism occurs in response to state inaction on issues
such as climate change, or the state is a secondary target of political investorism.

The complex intersections between social movements, corporate targets, individual
and institutional investors, and the state in the practice of political investorism indicate
a need to move beyond a strict delineation between state and market-based contentious
politics, and to consider the factors that influence tactical choices to lobby market actors
instead of, or in addition to, the state. Colli and Adriaensen (2020) seek to reconcile the
literatures on market-based social movement activism and interest group lobbying tar-
geted at the state, offering an integrated framework to identify and draw similarities
and distinctions between civil society organisations’ lobbying of the state versus corpor-
ate actors, utilising indirect and direct, and insider and outsider strategies. They demon-
strate a core difference between inside or ‘backstage’ market strategies such as private
regulation through certification (Boström and Klintman 2008), and outside market strat-
egies like petitioning, boycotts, and buycotts (Stolle et al. 2005). We build on this frame-
work by analysing different acts of political investorism in Australia to position them as
insider or outsider strategies, and further consider the status of those engaged in political
investorism as a strategy.
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Our combined focus on strategy and status is informed by Maloney, Jordan, and
McLaughlin’s (1994) urging to ensure that strategy and status are not conflated when
considering insider and outsider designations. Maloney et al’s ‘Aberdeen model’ (McKin-
ney and Halpin 2007, 343) builds on Grant’s initial model of insiders and outsiders (cited
in Maloney, Jordan, and McLaughlin 1994) by adopting separate analytical categories for
strategy and status. While these models can inform analysis of interest group lobbying of
market actors, they fail to account for a key point of difference in designating insiders and
outsiders in market lobbying – that the state does not ascribe interest groups as insiders
in market lobbying in the same way that it does for lobbying of governments. Insider
status can be acquired through purchasing shares, joining a superannuation fund, or
investing funds with a financial institution. Thus, to understand the insider/outsider
dynamics of political investorism, it is necessary to move beyond models that focus pri-
marily on lobbying of the state, and recognise the potential to intentionally acquire, or
purchase, insider status.

Colli and Adriaensen’s (2020) framework provides a much-needed foray into consid-
ering the insider/outsider dynamics of lobbying directed at market actors, though focuses
primarily on strategies, and does not delve into different forms of political investorism.
We nuance this framework further by positioning different forms of political investor-
ism, designating insider or outsider strategies, as well as the status, of some actors
engaged in political investorism.

Political investorism as insider lobbying

Political investorism is a descriptive label for a range of different forms of investment-
based political participation including signing on to shareholder resolutions, divestment
campaigns, discursive pressure, and boycotting of financial institutions (see Figure 1). The
most commonly studied form of political investorism, shareholder activism, is character-
ised as an ‘insider’ strategy (Colli and Adriaensen 2020, 505), though this designation is
not always accurate, nor does it necessarily apply to all forms of political investorism.

The power of shareholders and other types of investors to influence corporate behav-
iour as ‘insiders’ has received considerable attention within business literature. Briscoe
and Gupta (2016) define insiders as actors with a high dependence on, and insider knowl-
edge of, an organisation. Conversely, outsiders are actors with lower dependence and
limited to no access to insider knowledge. Institutional investors have emerged as the
actors ‘most likely to provide leverage on companies to improve their [environmental,
social and governance] performance’ (Sparkes and Cowton 2004, 54). Existing research

Figure 1. Political investorism.
(Source: adapted from O’Brien et al. 2022, 6).
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notes the need to better understand the theoretical mechanisms that underlie the reasons
why companies are targeted by institutional investors (Rehbein, Waddock, and Graves
2016), as well as the need to explore the ‘why’ and ‘how’ of corporate responses to press-
ures exerted by investors (Rehbein, Logsdon, and Van Buren 2013; Den Hond and De
Bakker 2007). In the context of political investorism, research has focused on the
tactics that have been deployed by investors, which are described as collaborative and
as coercive in nature (van Buren 2007; Logsdon and Van Buren 2009).

Institutional investors are organisations such as pension funds and mutual funds that
manage money on behalf of clients (Shi et al. 2020). As ‘insiders’ they may enter into dia-
logue with companies, engagement that usually takes place via a select group of investors
(Dimson, Karakaş, and Li 2015), who may form coalitions to increase issue salience
(Gond and Piani 2013). This type of engagement by institutional investors is usually col-
laborative in nature, but may also be more adversarial in efforts ‘aimed at curbing self-
serving behaviours of managers’ (Sundaramurthy and Lewis 2003, 398). In circumstances
where targeted companies do not respond to attempts of institutional investors to engage
in dialogue, investors can choose to engage through formal governance mechanisms, for
instance by exercising shareholder rights (Renneboog and Szilagyi 2011). Ultimately,
when collaborative and coercive means fail to achieve the desired outcome, institutional
investors may choose to divest (Admati and Pfleiderer 2009).

The capacity for investors to adopt collaborative or antagonistic approaches may
derive from the degree to which they have insider knowledge or dependence on the cor-
poration, as well as the extent to which they can exercise decision-making power. Briscoe
and Gupta (2016) acknowledge that shareholder activism from individual and insti-
tutional investors may not always be a wholly insider strategy, instead characterising
shareholders as partial or temporary members of a target organisation. This insider/out-
sider status is further complicated by the actions of civil society organisations mobilising
both institutional and individual shareholders and other investors through forms of pol-
itical investorism.

Political investorism in Australia

Australia is an interesting and worthwhile case study of political investorism for two
reasons. First, the Australian superannuation (or pension) industry has significant
funds under management. It is the world’s fifth-largest pension market, and third in
the world as a proportion of GDP (Tang 2021). Second, as noted in the introduction,
the Australian government has recently responded negatively to political investorism
as a form of lobbying, highlighting the importance of understanding this form of lobby-
ing and participation in Australia. Shareholder activism is one form of political investor-
ism that is growing in prominence in the Australian context (for other forms see Figure
1). Since 2015, activists have utilised shareholder resolutions to target ASX100 compa-
nies, drawing attention to a range of issues including climate change, indigenous land
rights, workers’ rights and corporate governance (Australasian Centre for Corporate
Responsibility 2022). Figure 2 below demonstrates the rapid growth in shareholder res-
olutions since 2015.

ESG shareholder activism first emerged in Australia in the 1990s, when theWilderness
Society and the Construction, Forestry, Mining, and Energy Union organised resolutions
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against Wesfarmers and Rio Tinto, respectively, over environmental and labour concerns
(Anderson and Ramsay 2006; Richardson 2009; Jacobsen and Pender 2016). This contin-
ued throughout the early 2000s as the Wilderness Society and various trade unions
lobbied Australia’s largest banks and industrial firms over workers’ entitlements, corpor-
ate governance and corporate restructuring (Anderson et al. 2007; Jacobsen and Pender
2016). From 2010 onwards, ESG shareholder activism became the domain firstly of
ethical investors and then, more recently, professional activists. Although, there is
little evidence to suggest that Australian ESG shareholder activism, or political investor-
ism more generally, represents Seabrooke and Tsingou’s (2021) insider networks of elites
who transition between transnational activism and business. Instead, as is shown in the
case studies, Australian investor-activists are generally associated with grassroots
movements.

This period saw a shift to activists whose primary tools were corporate governance
mechanisms and dis(investment). These actors slowly began to acquire the required
shareholdings to file resolutions against corporations, mostly based on their climate
credibility. However, over the last five years, Australia has witnessed a rapid rise in the
‘number, prominence and impact’ of ESG shareholder resolutions raised at company
AGMs (Freeburn and Ramsay 2021). Key players, ACCR and Market Forces, have led
this intensified campaign against a small group of listed firms, largely heavy emitters
and those that financed these emissions intensive industries leading to an average of
27 shareholder resolutions per year raised between 2017 and 2021 (Australasian
Centre for Corporate Responsibility 2022).

Research on investors’ political participation in Australia, and elsewhere, has focused
heavily on the use of shareholder resolutions, with limited attention given to other forms
of political investorism such as lobbying through superannuation funds, and boycotting
of financial institutions. This is surprising, considering the importance and centrality of
superannuation funds in the Australian market. While shareholder resolutions as a lob-
bying tactic have been categorised by Colli and Adriaensen (2020) as an ‘insider tactic’,

Figure 2. Shareholder resolutions in Australia 2002–2022.
(Source: ACCR, 2022 ).
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we question whether all forms of political investorism can be characterised as such. We
further question whether shareholder resolutions initiated by groups like ACCR and
Market Forces might more readily be described as lobbying from unnatural insiders,
meaning those who have intentionally sought to change their status from outsiders to
insiders for the purposes of lobbying.

Examining political investorism in Australia

To examine political investorism in Australia, six case studies (see Table 1) were selected
to include a spectrum of issues spanning human rights and environmental degradation.
The case studies were identified through their prominence in Australian mainstream
media, and through the ACCR ESG Shareholder Resolutions database. Data on the
cases was collected via media reports, press statements, web materials, social media
posts, media interviews and news podcasts. Utilising process tracing (Collier, 2011),
case studies were mapped according to their actors, tactics, issues, and outcomes.
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with key actors involved in the cases includ-
ing mobilising organisations’ representatives, and individuals directly engaged in politi-
cal investorism, to add contextual understanding to the cases and civil society
organisations’ decision-making in the use of political investorism as a tactic.

Situating political investorism as insider/outsider lobbying

In this section, we map O’Brien et al.’s (2022) categories of political investorism (see
Figure 1) onto Colli and Adriaensen’s insider/outsider framework (2020). We consider
what constitutes an insider versus an outsider, by demonstrating how certain forms of
political investorism can be categorised as insider or outsider strategies. We also consider
the status of the actors, highlighting that some actors using political investorism as a lob-
bying strategy occupy a more hybrid status as partial or ‘unnatural’ insiders. Colli and
Adriaensen (2020) draw a distinction based on whether the lobbying strategy targets a
firm directly, or whether the action is more indirect through mobilising consumers
and others to lobby firms. We consider both the strategy and the status in determining
the insider/outsider dynamics of different forms of political investorism, finding that a

Table 1. Case studies of political investorism in Australia.

Case Case names and abbreviations Issue
Political investorism

tactic

1 HESTA Divest and Transfield Services
[HESTA: Health Employees Superannuation Trust
Australia]

Asylum seeker detention
centres

Divestment

2 ACCR and Coles
[ACCR: Australasian Centre for Corporate
Responsibility]

Modern slavery/workers’ rights Shareholder resolution

3 ACCR and BHP Paris agreement/lobbyist
associations

Shareholder resolution

4 Market Forces and UniSuper Fossil fuel investments Divestment
5 Market Forces and Adani Insurance Adani Carmichael coal mine Discursive pressure
6 McVeigh v REST

[Retail Employees Superannuation Trust]
Climate change risk Legal action

AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 7



new category of ‘unnatural insider’ is required to fully explain the position of different
actors engaged in political investorism. Table 2 summarises our findings for five forms
of political investorism.

Socially responsible investing (SRI) and legal action – predominantly insiders

These two forms of political investorism represent strategies that rely primarily on those
with the status of insiders, though are at opposite ends of the spectrum in terms of the
antagonism they employ when lobbying corporate actors. Socially responsible investing,
also known as positive and negative screening, enables investors and fund managers to
opt in or out of certain investments based on ESG concerns. This form of political inves-
torism is evident in Market Forces’ campaign encouraging UniSuper to divest from fossil
fuels. UniSuper has offered members the option of an ‘ethical portfolio’ that does not
include fossil fuel investments. As members opt for the ethical portfolio, they are
using an insider strategy, demonstrating a groundswell of support for divestment from
the fossil fuel industry.

Legal action is also an insider political investorism strategy. In 2018, Mark McVeigh
sued his superfund, REST, for their lack of disclosure on climate change risk in their
investments. McVeigh’s disclosure request then progressed to an allegation that REST
was failing to meet their fiduciary duty by not accounting for climate change in their
risk assessments (Equity Generation Lawyers, 2020). McVeigh’s right to take legal
action against his superfund in this case was only afforded to him due to his status as
an insider, using his position to access insider information (O’Brien et al. 2022).
While this form of political investorism is clearly an insider strategy, Friends of the
Earth acted as an outsider in this case by raising funds to support the legal action and
protect McVeigh from bankruptcy. In these two forms of political investorism, the key
actors are clearly defined as insiders or outsiders.

Shareholder resolutions – insiders, unnatural insiders, and outsiders

Using shareholder resolutions to lobby firms is argued by Colli and Adriaensen (2020) to
be an insider tactic, while Briscoe and Gupta (2016) characterise shareholders as ‘partial
insiders’ as they may be only temporary insiders due to changing share portfolios. In our
analysis of two cases of this form of political investorism, we identify both insiders and
outsiders, while also identifying a third category of ‘unnatural insider’.

In the first case, ACCR mobilised institutional investors and other shareholders to
submit resolutions at consecutive BHP AGMs, in 2017, 2019, and 2020, calling for the
cancellation of memberships with industry associations that lobby the Australian govern-
ment against climate change reform (BHP, 2017; ACCR, 2019; ACCR, 2020). In the
second case, ACCR led a shareholder resolution at the 2019 Coles AGM that demanded
the supermarket align their ethical sourcing policies with best practice to better mitigate
modern slavery in their supply chains (ACCR, 2019). In both cases, institutional inves-
tors and longer-term shareholders can be recognised as insiders. They possess consistent
active decision-making power and access to insider knowledge by virtue of their often
long-held shareholdings. ACCR is an outsider, possessing temporary knowledge
afforded to them via insiders, and without any direct decision-making power. They
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Table 2. Insiders and outsiders in political investorism.

Political investorism tactic
Insider/outsider

strategy Case study example(s) Actor Actors’ Insider / Outsider status

Socially responsible investing
(SRI)

Insider Market Forces and UniSuper ethical
portfolios

Superfund board Insider
Mobilising CSO Outsider
Superfund member Insider

Legal action Insider McVeigh v REST Superfund member Insider
Supporting CSO Outsider

Shareholder resolution Insider ACCR and BHP + ACCR and Coles Existing institutional and individual investors Insider
Mobilising CSO (agency agreement in place) Unnatural insider
Individual shareholder purchasing shares to sign
resolution

Unnatural insider

Temporary proxy voter Temporary insider

Divestment Insider and outsider Market Forces and UniSuper + HESTA
Divest

Superfund board Insider
Mobilising CSO Outsider
Superfund member Insider and outsider – defies neat

categorisation

Discursive pressure Outsider Market Forces and Adani Bank/insurance company Insider
Mobilising CSO Outsider
Bank/insurance company customer Insider and outsider – defies neat

categorisation
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also act indirectly, by mobilising shareholders to lobby firms in the same way CSOs may
mobilise consumers to boycott brands. Arguably, ACCR as a mobilising organisation also
gains some degree of insider status through agency agreements where shareholders grant
ACCR the right to act on their behalf. This grants ACCR an artificially engineered, or
‘unnatural’ form of insider status.

Two other actors defy straightforward categorisation as either insider or outsider
when engaging in shareholder resolutions as a form of political investorism. First, share-
holders encouraged by mobilising organisations like ACCR or Market Forces to purchase
shares explicitly for the purpose of engaging corporations on ESG issues are not natural
insiders. They purchase some decision-making power and insider knowledge through
acquiring shares, enabling them to sign on to shareholder resolutions. This type of
actor could be described as a temporary, or partial insider, though all shareholders can
be considered temporary with the capacity to sell shares at any time.

Alternatively, this type of actor might fit within May and Nugent’s category of ‘thresh-
older’ (cited in Maloney, Jordan, and McLaughlin 1994, 28), those who oscillate between
using insider and outsider strategies. However, the distinction between strategy and
status are essential here. Shareholders purchasing shares for the explicit purpose of sup-
porting shareholder resolutions on ESG issues are engaging in an insider strategy, but the
term ‘unnatural insider’ is perhaps more accurate, to reflect the intentional procurement
of insider status for the explicit purposes of engaging in political investorism. Actors
seeking to become ‘unnatural insiders’ could be described as engaging in a form of ‘entry-
ism’ (Webber 2009), by joining an organisation becoming a shareholder for the primary
purpose of changing that organisation from the inside. Individuals purchasing shares to
engage in shareholder activism on issues they care about are purchasing a more artificial,
or unnatural form of insider status.

Second, in the case of ACCR’s shareholder resolution to the Coles AGM, another form
of outsider granted temporary insider status is evident. To make the case for Coles to
address labour exploitation in their supply chain, ACCR arranged for shareholders to
grant their proxy to farm workers who had experienced exploitative conditions (Jones,
2019). With these proxy rights, the workers were able to speak at the AGM about
their experiences, and vote to support the shareholder resolution. This clearly reflects
insider strategies, such as speaking at an AGM, undertaken by those who would other-
wise be considered outsiders, again complicating a clear delineation between insiders and
outsiders. Shareholder activism thus is not purely an insider strategy, with the emergence
of an ‘unnatural’ insider status for certain actors engaging in this form of political
investorism.

Divestment and discursive pressure – insiders, unnatural insiders, and outsiders

Two forms of political investorism employed by campaigners – discursive pressure and
divestment – also reflect a more complex insider/outsider dynamic in lobbying corporate
targets. For example, in 2015, the Cross Border Operational Matters (XBorder) ‘HESTA
Divest’ campaign sought to have HESTA, a health-sector superfund, divest their shares in
Transfield Services, an Australian government contractor managing off-shore immigra-
tion centres. The campaign mobilised health-sector unions (who were also HESTA board
members) and HESTA superfund members to pressure the fund to divest. Market Forces’
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‘UniSuper Divest’ campaign similarly mobilised superfund members to pressure UniSu-
per to divest from fossil fuel companies that are further driving the climate emergency, as
noted above (Barksy and Zyphur, 2020).

In both cases, themobilising organisations ofXBorder andMarket Forces clearly occupy
outsider status, with no direct decision-making power. The boardmembers of HESTA and
UniSuper have insider status, as institutional investors with decision-making power and
direct access to lobby or divest from corporations they are invested in. Superfund
members from both UniSuper and HESTA occupy a different space, however. They are
not insiders, as they do not have direct access and decision-making power to initiate divest-
ment either from a specific company (e.g. Transfield) or an industry (e.g. fossil fuels). Yet,
their status as superfund members does grant them some rights to participate in the
decision-making of their superfunds. While superfund members are often inactive, or
passive, in the two cases of political investorism analysed for this research their role as
members was leveraged to apply pressure indirectly via their superfund. As members,
they have insider status with some leverage to wield. However, they do not make direct
investment decisions and thus must rely on outsider strategies such as discursive pressure
to effect change. Thus, they defy simple categorisation as either insider or outsider.

A third case study utilising discursive pressure also reflects a complicated insider/out-
sider dynamic. In Market Forces’ campaign against the establishment of the Adani Car-
michael coalmine, Market Forces published a name and shame tool, ‘the Adani List’, on
their website. The list, established in 2017, featured company names from various sectors
(insurance, construction and engineering, finance, coal haulage) who had or had not yet
ruled out working with Adani. Alongside the list of companies was a call to website visi-
tors to complete a webform to send an email calling on the remaining insurance and
finance companies to publicly rule out working with Adani (Market Forces, n.d.).
Market Forces also mobilised users of financial products like insurance and banking ser-
vices to threaten their financial institutions with withdrawal if they provided financing or
insurance for the mining project. Again, the financial institutions were merely leverage
targets, with Adani itself the indirect target.

In the campaign against the Adani Mine, campaigners were unable to access insiders
with active decision-making power. Thus, insiders of other firms, funds, and institutions
with leverage were targeted. This process of directing action against leverage targets com-
plicates the insider/outsider dynamic, as those engaged in political investorism are out-
siders in the context of Adani, but insiders in the context of their financial institutions or
superannuation funds.

In mapping different forms of political investorism as insider and outsider strategies,
the combination of strategies and status complicate the categorisation of political inves-
torism as strictly an insider or outsider strategy. Interest groups commonly blend insider
and outsider strategies (Binderkrantz 2005), yet in the context of political investorism,
the blend of status with strategy necessitates a new label. In some instances, insider
status may be intentionally sought for the purpose of achieving political goals, resulting
in the creation of an ‘unnatural insider’. For others such as superfund members and bank
and insurance customers, the actor possesses partial insider status as a member of estab-
lished customer of a fund or financial institutions. However, they do not have the
decision-making capacity of a typical insider, and thus the lobbying tools they adopt
such a discursive pressure and boycotting are outsider strategies.
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The factors shaping political investorism in Australia

Civil society organisations’ decisions to opt for different types of political investorism or
to engage in insider or outsider strategies is a dynamic process, described by one research
participant as ‘an escalating set of tactics’ (CSO21). In this section, we consider the factors
that shape both the adoption and manifestation of political investorism as a tactic in Aus-
tralia. Colli and Adriaensen (2020) argue that factors shaping insider and outsider lobby-
ing of corporate actors can be viewed as group factors, structural factors, or contextual
factors. All three play an important role in shaping the way civil society organisations
mobilise political investorism in Australia, though structural factors have the strongest
influence.

Group factors

Civil society organisations’ adoption of different insider and outsider strategies can be
explained by factors that are specific to the group. Those with technical expertise and
ability to provide tailored market information tend to focus more on insider strategies
(Colli and Adriaensen 2020, 509). The technical expertise of those CSOs in Australia
engaged in political investorism is reflected in the awareness-raising and educative
role they play. One interviewee explained that awareness-raising was a necessary precon-
dition to mobilisation: ‘We have different kinds of expertise and connections with stake-
holders, which means that we’re alive to risks that investors don’t know about yet’
(CSO3). The importance of this educative role was echoed by another interviewee who
described the strategy as ‘having a seat at the table of these investors and educating,
like actually educating them on what it means, what it’s going to mean financially for
them’ (CSO5). However, to play this educative role, to get the seat at the table, it is necess-
ary to engage in political investorism. One interviewee explains how the use of share-
holder resolutions has given CSOs access to insiders:

We haven’t been able to have that seat at the table with those major institutional investors
without the shareholder resolutions… [with the shareholder resolutions] they’re having to
weigh up the decision about whether to vote or not. Therefore, we get a seat at the table to
actually talk to them and talk through why they should vote in favour of these resolutions
(CSO5).

Lodging shareholder resolutions as a tactic to get the attention of institutional investors
and provide technical expertise and advice on ESG matters is not an easy task. This form
of activism has become quite specialised, with one interviewee explaining that this is
because of the resources required to lodge a resolution: ‘The resolution work is hugely
time intensive… getting the one hundred shareholders and doing the paperwork and
communicating to the hundred shareholders’ in addition to the engagement with large
institutional investors to vote with the resolution. (CSO5). The work of engaging individ-
ual and institutional shareholders does, however, create opportunities. As CSO2 noted,
‘We might have 20 or 25 companies that we could potentially file on tomorrow. So
ideally we’d like to get to a situation where we could file on any company at any time’
(CSO2). Additionally, interviewees indicated that they sometimes work with other
CSOs in Australia and overseas to gather the necessary number of shareholders to
lodge resolutions. This transnational collaboration, along with a growing, reliable
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collective of shareholders willing to support resolutions on ESG issues, may partially
explain the growth in shareholder resolutions over the past 10 years.

Structural factors

Structural factors that shape political investorism in Australia include political and
industry opportunity structures such as government inaction on climate change, corpor-
ate governance rules regulating political investorism, and the unique nature of Australia’s
superfund market.

The political opportunity structure in place in recent years has contributed to the
decision to engage in political investorism, particularly on climate change. The
Coalition-led government, in power between 2013 and 2022, was reluctant to act on
climate change, spurring activists to seek change through the market rather than
through the traditional sphere of parliamentary politics. One interviewee indicated that
‘Part of the reason why we act is, there is a failure of regulation in a bunch of ways…
there’s been a failure of government to regulate companies’ (CSO3). In the context of
action on climate change, a perception that Coalition politicians were heavily aligned
with the fossil fuel industry also fuelled political investorism, with one interviewee
describing the dynamic as a tug of war: ‘ …we have dozens, or hundreds or thousands
of [superfund] members saying one thing. And then you’ve got companies and their
associates in politics who are leaning extremely heavily in the other direction’ (CSO4).

Despite the growth in this form of activism, Australian corporate law still poses sig-
nificant barriers and disincentives to activists when compared to other liberal market
economies (Jacobsen and Pender 2016). The Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) places a set
of constraints around shareholder resolutions on the basis that all resolutions are seen
as a ‘decision’ of the company, there is no scope for shareholders to propose an advisory
or non-binding resolution (Australian Council of Superannuation Investors 2017).
Shareholders wishing to raise a resolution need to hold either five percent of a company’s
shares or represent one hundred shareholders. As noted by interviewee CSO2, five
percent of total capital equates to ‘hundreds of millions, if not billions of dollars’
whereas, mobilising one hundred shareholders is comparatively simpler. In fact, the
same interviewee noted, as mentioned above, that their organisation had ‘20 to 25 com-
panies that [they] could file on tomorrow’, suggesting that as these unnatural insiders
emerge in this space, they have developed strategies to overcome structural barriers to
participation. Additionally, ESG shareholder resolutions must be accompanied by a con-
stitutional change resolution, which requires 75 percent support before the ESG resol-
ution can be voted on (Australian Council of Superannuation Investors 2017). These
votes rarely succeed (except with Board support), meaning that in almost all cases
ESG shareholder resolutions cannot pass.

This varies greatly from other jurisdictions, for example in the UK and US share-
holders can raise non-binding, or advisory, resolutions which can open a dialogue
with corporate management.2 In the US any shareholder has historically been able to
raise an ESG resolution, leading to resolutions on an ‘industrial scale over a vast range
of subjects – including, for example, executive pay, climate change, modern slavery, pol-
itical expenditure, and gender pay equity’ (Sheehy, Pender, and Jacobson 2021, 167).
However, in 2020, legislation was amended requiring shareholders to have held a
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minimum value of stock (on a sliding scale) for between 1 and 3 years before they are
entitled to raise a resolution (Securities and Exchange Commission, 2020). In the UK,
the 5 percent or one hundred shareholder requirement exists, as in Australia, yet advisory
resolutions are allowed under the Companies Act (UK). Although changes to US regu-
lations have slowed this practice down, ESG shareholder resolutions have been compara-
tively easier to raise in the US and UK. This has resulted in a far greater number of
resolutions raised in these jurisdictions compared to Australia. Interviewees expressed
concern about amendments to the current restrictions around shareholder resolutions,
with CSO1 noting that Australia is ‘already one of the toughest jurisdictions in the world’.

The strength of Australia’s pension market, and in particular the capacity for industry
superfunds to engage on ESG matters, is a key structural factor shaping political inves-
torism. It is crucial to note that universal superannuation in Australia is the result of
trade union-led campaigns and support from the Australian Labor Party (Mees and
Brigden, 2017). In the 1980s, during the push to make superannuation a right for all Aus-
tralian workers, the equal representation model of industry superannuation funds was
established with employee and employer representation on boards (Mees and Brigden,
2017, 122). As of March 2022, Australian superannuation assets totalled $3,473 billion.
Industry super funds are the largest type of fund in Australia in terms of the total
assets under management, as well as the number of account holders. The governance
of these industry super funds has been portrayed as a source of contradictory interests
(Bragg, 2020). Former Assistant Minister for Superannuation, Jane Hume, previously
lashed out at industry super funds, saying that ‘some of these funds have got very big
and very influential and they seem to forget their job isn’t to rebuild the economy or
create jobs or reframe the climate debate or require industrial relations changes at com-
panies they invest in’ (Duke, 2020).

Yet interviewees acknowledge that the size of industry superfunds in Australia pre-
sents an opportunity for political action on climate, workers’ rights and other issues:

Australian Super owns 10% of Origin Energy, right? And so, if [CSO] say last year, they
lodged a resolution on Origin around native title and ensuring they had free prior informed
consent…Australian Super has significantly more power than the average shareholder in
determining whether that vote gets voted in favour or against. [CSO5]

The power of superfunds also guides the tactical choices CSOs make in their lobbying.
They indicate that while grassroots efforts to mobilise superfund members have been
important, they also engage directly with the superfund managers:

One meeting with one super fund on our end is more impactful than trying to mobilize like
50,000 super fund members at that end. So I think over time we’ve found the ways that we
can create the biggest impact for our effort and being at the higher end of things rather than
the community end of things. [CSO1]

Recent legal reforms have attempted to curb (industry) super funds engaging in any other
action than to maximise financial gains by clarifying what it means to operate under the
best interests of fund members. The Explanatory Memorandum for the Treasury Laws
Amendment (Your Future, Your Super) Bill 2021 states:

The new best financial interests duty test is intended to clarify the existing best interests
duty. By requiring trustees and directors of corporate trustees to act in the financial interests
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of the beneficiaries, it eliminates the possibility that trustees and directors of corporate trus-
tees can act in a manner that they judge improves the non-financial interests of the benefi-
ciaries but at the expense of their financial interests. (para 3.9)

While beneficiaries’ best interests are now defined in financial terms, the trustees of
superannuation super funds certainly continue to have discretion to take social and
environmental issues into account in their investment decision-making, if this also pro-
tects the long-term financial welfare of beneficiaries. The amendment to the SIS Act,
therefore, does not preclude consideration of social and environmental factors but con-
siders them more firmly in the context of financial risk. Brigden and Naczyk find that
unions have worked to advocate for social and financial interests by adopting a three-
fold strategy which includes strengthening the position of organised labour in the gov-
ernance of pension funds; becoming active shareholders, often in alliance with other pro-
gressive shareholders; and framing their work in ‘a unifying narrative that reconciles
workers’ potentially conflicting interests in achieving high investment returns and secur-
ing decent work’ (2019, 6).

Interviewees illustrate the importance of harnessing the unifying narrative that
Bridgen and Naczyk refer to for political investorism for progressive causes:

UniSuper, you can imagine academics, researchers, climate scientists […] and they’ve got
their money in coal, oil, and gas…HESTA and Aware are good examples, too. You got
health professionals who many of whom were engaged and concerned on if not climate
related, other, pollution and health impacts of fossil fuels. [CSO4]

While climate change is frequently the key theme in political investorism campaigns,
there is an acknowledgement among interviewees that there are social themes that are
of similar concern:

I think like [climate change] is just an issue that’s more socialized, and that they’re more
ready for, I think it’s issues like workers’ rights and human rights and cultural heritage
that they’re not as used to being called up on, having to engage on it and then just not
having thought about it in that way [CSO1].

Political investorism in Australia is thus enabled in some ways by the interests of industry
superfunds, and the ability of mobilising organisations to harness those interests. Cor-
porate governance rules also shape political investorism in Australia, through mandating
the involvement of 100 individual shareholders for actions like shareholder resolutions,
providing an imperative to engage individual shareholders in collective action. These
corporate opportunity structures intersect with the political opportunity structures
that force activists to seek social change through the market when efforts to lobby the
state have failed.

Contextual factors

The factors shaping political investorism in Australia discussed so far could all be
described as contextual, as they relate to the specific context of Australia. However, we
can draw a distinction between factors that are contextual on a macro-level of group
dynamics, structures of markets and corporate governance systems on the one hand,
and micro-level contextual factors that relate to specific issues or points in time. Two
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such micro-level contextual factors were identifiable in interviews as influential in
shaping political investorism tactics.

First, as with all political lobbying, events and issue salience play an important role
(Colli and Adriaensen, 509). For political investorism in Australia on the issue of
climate change, the bushfires in early 2020 catalysed a greater level of interest and
action with individuals looking at how they could use their own leverage in different con-
texts to seek action on climate change. One interviewee spoke about the impact of the
bush fires on their efforts to mobilise political investorism, noting that:

There was an enormous amount of sadness and anger and grief at what was happening in
the country and the lack of political will that was happening. And people just wanted to take
action. So we saw 10,000 people sign up within six weeks and people really wanted to take
action on UniSuper [divestment from fossil fuels campaign] (CSO5).

The role of events in catalysing market-based activism deserves further scrutiny, as pol-
itical investorism does not occur in a vacuum.

Second, the publicly contentious tactics utilised are a result of both government antag-
onism to shareholder activism, and a reluctance of the market to respond quickly to
climate change. One interviewee described the need to use a range of different forms
of political investorism, not just insider, or quiet, strategies:

You need a carrot, and you need a stick. [Our organisation] is known for hosting actions and
for using brand damaging posters and doing all of that kind of thing. And we will engage as
well…And as much as I would love to just have a round table with all the super funds and
be like ‘Hey guys, did you know that our planet is on fire and we might not survive as a
species? How about you get rid of those assets that are contributing to that damage?’
And they were like, ‘ah right, great idea. Never thought of it.’ I would love for that to be
the case, but unfortunately that just doesn’t happen… that’s where a range of approaches
are necessary (CSO5).

The use of public naming and shaming outsider strategies and efforts to generate media
interest in insider strategies like shareholder resolutions drew the ire of the previous Aus-
tralian Prime Minister, who said that ‘corporations need to listen to and engage their
‘quiet shareholders’, not just their noisy ones’ (Morrison 2019). However, CSOs
engaged in political investorism defend their efforts to mobilise noisy shareholders on
the basis that participation is open to others:

We get labelled as ‘activists’ or as ‘rabble-rousers’ or as ‘serial agitators’ is my favourite one.
But that’s fine… companies are a democracy. So, everyone gets a say and if it’s the noisiest
ones that turn up to the annual general meetings and ask the questions, then so be it, every-
body else has the right to (CSO2).

The characterisation of companies as participatory democracies is certainly debatable,
but a favoured narrative by organisations mobilising political investorism. This discur-
sive strategy casts shareholders as actors with both rights and obligations, contextualising
political investorism as akin to citizen’s participation in democratic politics through tra-
ditional political institutions.
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Conclusion

In this first examination of political investorism in a country-specific context, we have
sought to understand the insider and outsider dynamics of political investorism, and
the factors that shape civil society organisations’ use of this tactic in lobbying companies.
We find that a new category of ‘unnatural insider’ is required to accurately describe the
status of some actors engaged in political investorism. Further, aspects of political inves-
torism that are more specific to the Australian context have led to a complicated insider/
outsider role for superfund members.

On initial assessment political investorism may present as an insider tactic due to
the participatory rights that shareholders and fund members possess. Expanding Colli
and Adriaensen’s (2020) framework of insider/outsider lobbying of corporate targets,
we have demonstrated the emergence of an ‘unnatural insider’ where insider status is
acquirable to achieve political aims. We have also demonstrated that a simple categ-
orisation of insider or outsider does not effectively capture the complicated position-
ality of superannuation fund members or customers of financial institutions engaging
in political investorism, as they are partial insiders engaged in traditionally outsider
strategies. Further research should investigate other scenarios where unnatural insiders
may emerge, or where status is changeable dependent on different tactics, markets, or
jurisdictions.

Political investorism in Australia is shaped by group and contextual factors, though
structural factors unique to Australia shape the manifestation of this form of political lob-
bying and participation. Corporate governance rules mandating the involvement of a
minimum of 100 shareholders in shareholder resolutions has placed higher obstacles
on Australian shareholder activism, as compared to the US or UK. This has necessitated
the mobilisation of individuals, creating opportunities for political participation through
the market for those with even very small shareholdings. Further, the size of the super-
annuation market, and particularly union participation in the governance of industry
superannuation funds, has opened up avenues for CSOs to engage both grassroots
members and lobby boards of funds. These strategies have sometimes been pursued by
different groups, and in conjunction with transnational partners, highlighting the need
for future research to consider how understandings of advocacy coalitions (Jenkins-
Smith et al. 2014) in lobbying the state could be translated to understanding market
lobbying.

CSOs seeking to capitalise on structural opportunities to mobilise political investorism
have been engaged in a ‘tug of war’ with a government antagonistic to political investor-
ism. Regulations seeking to prevent superfunds from considering anything beyond the
financial interests of members, and threatened bans on the use of indirect boycotts
against mineral resources industries indicate that the rights of shareholders and other
investors to express their political views through the market will not go unrestrained.
Changes in the regulations governing superfunds and shareholders’ participation in cor-
porate governance deserve further scrutiny, as these will not only shape future political
investorism in Australia, but will also provide an indication of the state’s level of inter-
vention in market-based activism.
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Note

1. Interviewees are anonymised and signified according to their type of participation (e.g. Civil
Society Organisation representative = CSO) and the number of individual participant (e.g.
CSO2).

2. There is also scope for shareholders to raise a binding resolution in the UK, although this is
available on a much narrower list of issue areas.
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